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The role of the environment in causing 

infections in Healthcare
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When did the environment become “unimportant”?

• There is consensus that hospital patients shed pathogens into their “near patient 

environment” since the 1950s.

• Several studies suggested the role of the environment was negligible in causing HAIs, 

discouraging routine environmental culturing (sampling) which was often done . 

• Weber 1976, Archives of Surgery;  Maki 1982, N Eng J Med; Mallison 1981, Am J Med; McGowan 

1981, Rev Infect Dis

• To put this in a historical context, this was before:

• CDC Universal Precautions (1985)

• CDC Handwashing guidelines (1985)

• OSHA Bloodborne pathogen standard (1992)

• Thus, the environment took a backseat until recently - and current EVS/IP leadership “grew 

up” in a world where environmental cleaning was of low importance.

• Otter, et al, “The Role Played by Contaminated Surfaces in the Transmission of Nosocomial Pathogens”, Infect Control Hosp Epidemiol, 

2011; 32: 687-699. 5



Pathogens can survive on environmental 

surfaces and transfer to HCW hands

• Otter 2013 summarized recent studies that 

have assessed whether there is an 

increased risk for an infection from certain 

pathogens (such as MRSA) if the previous 

patient in the same room had that 

pathogen.

• The authors consistently found an 

increased risk, indicating an environmental 

influence in transmission of these 

pathogens is likely.

Otter, et al, “Evidence that contaminated surfaces contribute to the transmission of hospital pathogens and an overview of strategies to 

address contaminated surfaces in hospital settings”, Am J Infect Control, 2013; 41: S6-S11.
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Surfaces close to the patient are most heavily contaminated, 

but other surfaces are also contaminated

• In this study, the ward was divided into seven 

zones related to proximity to the patient bed to 

determine the distribution of pathogens on 

surfaces.

• The study found that while there is 

contamination across all zones, the most 

heavily contaminated surfaces are those 

nearest the patient bed, but high levels exist 

even in the furthest zones. 

Moore, et al, “The Type, Level, and Distribution of Microorganisms within the Ward Environment: A Zonal Analysis of an Intensive Care Unit 

and a Gastrointestinal Surgical Ward”, Infect Control Hosp Epidemiol, 2013; 34: 500-506.
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Hands that touch surfaces can pick up pathogens (#2)

• In this study, acquisition of MRSA on hands was as likely after touching the patient as after 

touching surfaces near the patient.

• Figure 1A shows that the risk of getting MRSA on gloved hands was 40% when touching the 

patient’s skin and 45% when touching surfaces near the patient.

• Figure 1B shows the number of colonies acquired on gloved hands. The patient abdomen 

resulted in the highest level of bacteria transfer.

Stiefel, et al, “Contamination of Hands with Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus aureus after Contact with Environmental Surfaces and 

after Contact with the Skin of Colonized Patients”, Infect Control Hosp Epidemiol, 2011; 32: 185-187.
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The move towards cleaning 

validation by the CDC
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• Carling 2008 (ICHE) found that environmental cleaning in hospitals was inconsistent (52% 

surfaces not cleaned) and key surfaces were often not cleaned properly, despite the 

inherent motivation to clean properly to protect patients. Other studies on cleaning 

effectiveness have found similar (inconsistent and suboptimal) results.

• Rupp 2013 (ICHE) found that time spent cleaning did not correlate (P=0.71) with 

effectiveness of cleaning.

• Based on growing evidence, the CDC issued recommendations in 2010 for establishing a 

cleaning validation program for Healthcare facilities.
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So if all we need is to have a cleaning 

program in place, is that the answer?

Carling et al, “Improving Cleaning of the Environment Surrounding Patients in 36 Acute Care Hospitals”, Infect Control Hosp Epidemiol, 

2008; 29: 1035-1041.

Rupp et all, “The Time Spent Cleaning a Hospital Room Does Not Correlate with the Thoroughness of Cleaning” Infect Control Hosp

Epidemiol, 2013; 34:  100-102.



• A joint Infection Prevention (IP) and Environmental Services (EVS) program be 

implemented. Program will be facility specific.

• Responsibilities for cleaning various high touch surfaces (HTS) should be clearly 

defined.

• Structured education (i.e. training) will be provided to all EVS staff.

• Development and implementation of measures for monitoring environmental 

surfaces by the facility.

• Interventions to optimize the “thoroughness of cleaning” will be discussed and 

acted on (through training or feedback to improve compliance).

• And the key quote (p3):

“Either covertly or in conjunction with Environmental Services staff, an objective

assessment of the terminal room thoroughness of surface disinfection cleaning will be 

done …. “

What does the CDC recommend?
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What is cleaning validation and 
what does it provide?
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The basics of cleaning validation 

• Cleaning validation is a programmatic approach to improving the process of cleaning. The 

addition of a validation step ensures that workers are following the established cleaning 

protocols.

• Through auditing, data collection, and analysis (i.e. validation) the expectation is that 

facilities can focus on ensuring compliance with cleaning practices for higher risk areas, 

and reduce the role of the environment in causing an infection.

• Cleaning validation programs should include the following: 

• Assessment of products, tools, and machines needed in cleaning

• Optimized cleaning procedures to ensure there is no confusion on expectations. This should include 

step by step instructions for cleaning

• Training for supervisors and workers

• Auditing, data collection, analysis, employee feedback, and a plan to implement the insights into 

future actions
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Diversey research on acute care cleaning identified gaps

• Diversey studied acute care cleaning programs in the US in an attempt to identify specific 

programmatic gaps. This research was published in a poster presented at the Association for 

Professionals in Infection Control (APIC) 2013 conference in the US. Among the gaps:

• Confusion on responsibilities between teams

• Lack of adequate training materials

• Lack of detailed instructions for the cleaning process

• Inconsistent approach to cleaning within the same 

facility 

• Heavy reliance on shadowing another employee as 

the primary training program.

• Important details, such as when the worker should 

perform hand hygiene or when to change cleaning 

cloths, were rarely included in the training.

• No consistent or objective method of measuring 

cleaning compliance. 
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What impacts training effectiveness?

• Training does not change behavior – it just imparts knowledge

• One-time training events have little impact on behavior. 

Behavior change is accomplished by:

• Clear direction and deliberate practice

• Consistent reinforcement

• Validation of the worker’s role and importance

• Studies in food safety have found that the most important factor in a “culture of food safety” is 

the quality of the supervisors

• Supervisors reinforce or ignore behaviors, which become habits

• Supervisors have the leverage to weed out non-performers – or tolerate their non-compliance
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Different measurement tools for cleaning 

validation
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Surface testing is the preferred method to quantify clean

• Facilities struggle with a definition and validation of “clean”

• Do you want to audit a “proof of process” or a “thoroughness of cleaning”? Testing tools 

measure one or the other, but not both.

• All testing technologies offer a tradeoff between:

• Speed

• Accuracy/precision

• Relevance of result

• Cost/expense (initial investment and ongoing)

• Current options include:

• Observation (clean to sight and touch)

• ATP (adenosine triphosphate)

• Fluorescent markers 

• Micro-swabbing and culturing
17



Published studies comparing surface 

testing methods show variability

• Boyce 2011 (ICHE). Assessed the agreement between micro testing, ATP, and 

fluorescence. After terminal cleaning:

• 76% were clean using fluorescence assessment

• 77% were clean using micro/ACC testing (<2.5 cfu/cm2)

• 45% were clean using ATP (<250 RLU)

• When looking at surfaces prior to cleaning:

• 49% were already clean using micro/ACC testing (<2.5 cfu/cm2)

• 24% were already clean using ATP (<250 RLU)

• What this implies is that surfaces with low bacteria loads may still have other soils which 

contribute ATP, giving a high ATP reading. Thus, the correlation between pathogen risk and 

ATP reading is not strong.

18Boyce, et al, “Comparison of Fluorescent Marker Systems with 2 Quantitative Methods of Assessing Terminal Cleaning Practices”, Infect 

Control Hosp Epidemiol, 2011; 32: 1187-1193.



Comparison of surface testing options

• The table above illustrates a summary of potential considerations in selecting a validation 

method

• We conclude that there is no one obvious best way to audit/validate. 

• A combination of methods offers the best option to address short-comings of the various 

methods
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Criteria

Direct 

Observation

Fluorescent 

Markers ATP

Micro-

Swabbing

Part of CDC Recommendations Yes Yes Yes Yes

Speed to Test (fast=green) Fastest

Cost to Test (low=green) Low cost Low cost

Results translate to Infection Risk High correlation

Can be used for rapid feedback Rapid results Rapid results Rapid results

Quantitative/Not subjective Quantitative Quantitative

Proof of process/Thoroughness of cleaning PoP PoP ToC ToC



In Summary

• Growing evidence of the role of the environment in causing HAIs.

• Environmental hygiene includes hands and surfaces, which both must be cleaned.

• Cleaning validation is a programmatic approach to improve the results of cleaning through 

process optimization, product and tool selection, training, and auditing of cleaning.

• Many tools are available for auditing surfaces. Each has strengths and weaknesses.

• Comprehensive programs would likely use multiple auditing tools.
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Questions ?


